
EXTENDED USE OF COULOM 8 APPROXI MATION

configuration interaction in transitions of the 2p-ns and
2p-nd type. This effect is not large, as was already noted
by Hartree, Hartree, and Swirles, 24 but quantitative
measures for transition probabilities may prove useful.
These results are shown in Table IX, which presents
dipole integrals from the 2ps(sP) term of On to various
upper states for the Hartree-Hartree-Swirles 'I' wave
functions with configuration interaction and without
configuration interaction, respectively. The available
AHI' values" are included in the table for direct com-
parison. These latter results do not, of course, include
any of the sects of superposition of configurations.
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Hyyerfine Structure 'D„, and 'Ps&2 States of Ag"' and Ag'"
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The hfs of the (4PSs') 'D~~s and (4PSsSP) 'Fgs metastable electronic states in Ag"' and Ag"' have been
measured by the atomic-beam magnetic-resonance method. The results, including the hfs dipole interaction
constants which have been corrected for second-order interactions with neighboring 6ne-structure levels,
are as follows:

av(Agi~; 'Drags, F=3 ~F=2) = 435 4750(15) Mc/sec,
Av(Ag"', 'Dsyu, F=3 ~F=2)= 378.8453(3) Mc/sec,
Av (Ag's; Fv~2, F=5 ~F=4) = 1841.1564(9) Mc/sec,
Av(Ag"', 'Fegs, F=5 &-+ F=4) =1596.7506(6) Mc/sec,

A ( Dq~s)i'~= —145.1584(5) Mc/sec, A (sDq~s)r07= —126.2818(1) Mc/sec,
A ('Fv~s)'~= —368.214(9) Mc/sec, A ('Fv 2)'0'= —319.339(5) Mc/sec.

The hfs anomaly for each of the two states is

"'AM9 ('Dg)s) =0.00012 (1) and "'A'~ (4F9(2) = —0.00298 (3).

By comparing the anomaly in the ~D&g2 state with that in the ground 'S&g2 state, we have obtained the
amount of s-state mixing into the 'Dgp, state. The contribution to the hfs of the 4Fg2 level from each of the
individual valence electrons has been estimated. The observed anomaly in the 4F912 state is in good agreement
with the estimated s-electron contribution to the state.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS is the first in a series of papers devoted to
the study of the hfs of several excited metastable

electronic levels of the naturally occurring isotopes of
the group Ib elements, Cu~" Ag" '~, and Au"7 ' The
hfs measurements were made by the atomic-beam mag-
netic-resonance method. Each of the three elements has
an Lnd', (n+1)s]'Si~s ground state and each possesses
at least one metastable level arising from its Pnd,
(n+1)s') configuration and a metastable 'Fs~s level

*Present location: IBM Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
New York.

f Present location: New York University, University Heights,
Bronx, New York.

'A. G. Blachman and A. Lurio, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 8, 9
(1963); 8, 351 (1963); D. A. Landman, A. G. Blachman, and
A. Lurio, Brookhaven Conference on Molecular and Atomic Reso-
nance, Uppsala, Sweden, 1964 (unpublished).

arising from its Lnds, (n+1)s, (n+1)p) configuration. In
this paper, we report on the measurements of the hfs
separations of the (4ds5s')sDsgs and (4ds5s5p)'&, &s levels
in Ag'" and Ag" .

Precision hfs measurements on several levels of an
atom are of interest because they frequently provide a
good check on the consistency of the interpretations
of the results on the individual states. These checks
are facilitated by analyzing the various hfs measure-
ments into the contributions from the individual valence
electrons. This is the procedure we have followed and,
as will be seen below, the results are entirely satisfactory.

II. APPARATUS

The apparatus used in this experiment was essen-
tially the same as that described in detail by Lurio

2 A. I.urio, Phys. Rev. 126, 1768 {1962).
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WATER COOLED
COPP E R SHIELD

for the standard frequency multipliers was checked
against the 5-Mc/sec WWV signal by means of a
Blume "fade-canceling zero-beat indicator. '" The 100-
kc/sec frequency was thereby kept accurate to within
several parts in 10'.

g I I—SLI T

IG. THEORY

The hfs interaction Hamiltonian for an atom with
nuclear spin I=

2 can be written'

ANTA LUM
SHIELD

where the tensor operators T,&'& (i) and T„&"operate on
the space of electron and nuclear coordinates, respec-
tively, and the summation is over all the electrons.
Denoting the nuclear state with rrsr I by ~PII——) (where

p denotes all other quantum numbers needed to specify
the sta, te completely), the nuclear magnetic dipole
moment, pz, can be expressed in terms of T„&'& by

MOLYBDENUM
OR

TA NTA LUM TUNGSTEN
FILAMENT

In the nonrelativistic limit, the electron opera, tor T."&(i)
can be written4

Fro. 1. Details of electron-bombardment source oven.

and hence will only briefly be discussed here. Except
for the production and detection of the metastable Ag
beam, the apparatus is a conventional atomic-beam
magnetic-resonance device which was operated in the
"Qop-out" mode. The source of the Ag beam, shown
in Fig. 1, consisted of a cylindrical Mo (or Ta) oven,
which was electron bombardment heated to 1350'C.
The Ag itself was placed in a graphite crucible (not
shown in Fig. 1) inside the oven to prevent creep. The
electron bombarder, for exciting the metastable states,
is shown in Fig. 2, and was 1ocated immediately in
front of the source oven. A fraction of the ground-state
beam issuing from the oven and passing through the
slit in the bombarder anode was excited by collisions
with a vertically collimated electron beam, thereby
populating the metastable states in the beam. After
traversing the various magnetic fields and rf transition
regions, the refocused portion of the beam was made
to strike a Cs-coated surface. Collection and amplifica-
tion of the electron current obtained from the resulting
Auger de-excitation of the metastable atoms in the
beam provided a detection system sensitive only to the
metastable components of the beam.

The m and 0- rf transition-inducing loops were con-
structed by folding over and by bending into an I.
shape, respectively, a Cu strip. The higher transition
frequencies were monitored by beating, in a crystal
diode, a small fraction of the oscillator signal with an
appropriate combination of the 100 and 1000 Mc/sec
signals produced by the Gr Type 1112 standard fre-
quency multipliers. The beat-frequency signal was then
fed, in turn, into a Beckman converter and counter.
The 50th harmonic of the 100-kc/sec driving frequency

T,~'~(i) = 2@of1;—(+10)LC&'&(e,,y;)s,]i'~}r,—',
ior 1;~0; (2)
for /.,=0.= (16sr/3)is, 5 (r,)s, ,

K WITH
250o HIGH

M IC
ORT

.005 D I A. THOR I ATE D
TUNGSTFN FILAMENT

L
RT

FIG. 2. Electron bombarder for the excitation of ground-state
atoms to their metastable atomic states.

e R. J. Blume, Rev. Sci. Instr. 28, 703 (1957).
e C. Schwartz, Phys. Rev. 97, 380 (1954); 3. Judd, Opera&er

Techmgges in Atomic Spectroscopy (McGraw-Hill Book Company„
Inc., New York, 1963), p. 84; R. E. Trees, Phys. Rev. 92, 308
(1953).

e See, e.g., H. Kopfermann, Nssclear 3fomelts (Academ'ic Press
Inc., New York, 1958).

In this expression, pe is the Bohr magneton, 1, and s,
are the orbital and spin angular momenta of the ith
electron and C "&(e;,P,) is related to the spherical har-
monic Vs (8,,$,;) by C "'= (4z./5)' 'I's . The various
relativistic and nuclear-size corrections to T,&'&(i) are
extensively discussed in the literature. '

A perturbation expansion for the hfs term energy can
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be obtained by using Eq. (1) together with a set of
zero-order wave functions, ~P,'aJ-Fmr), characterized
by definite values of the nuclear (I= ro), electronic (J),
and total (F) angular momenta, the s component of
F(mo), and any other nuclear (P) or electronic (n)
quantum numbers needed to specify the state com-

pletely. We have, to second order,

1P'p —Wo( )+Wp( )

= kA (nJ)-,'LF (F+1)—J(J+1)——ea)+We (o) (3)

where

W(nJ)=(1(IJ)&nJJ~P, T.(')o(t) ~nJJ)
X(PIIi T.(», iPII) (4)

is the magnetic dipole hfs interaction constant. The
second-order term, 8'p(", will contribute significantly
to the energy only when there are levels of total angular
momentum F arising from hfs terms lying in the vi-

cinity of the level of interest. Explicitly,

W~"'= &'
I &PonJFm~l~a(. IPoa'I'Fm~) I'I W(nJ) W(—n'J') j '

p 1 JI 2

= 2' &P

'llew'

-")IIP-')'&aJ IIX; T.")(t) lln'I')'CW(n I)—W(n'J') 3 '
(a' J') $ J

where (W(nJ) W—(a'J')] is the fine-structure separation and the prime on the summation means that n'J'&n J
If the couplings of the relevant electronic states

~
nJ) are known, we can, by using Eq. (2), determine the contribu-

tions to the hfs from the individual valence electrons separately.
In the presence of a weak external magnetic field H (which we take to define the s direction), the energy levels

must be modified so as to include the magnetic interaction energy

~magnetic= itog JJ' H+izogrI H= poII'(g JJz+grIz) ~ (6)

We assume here that J is a good quantum number. Treating X „„,&,, as a perturbation, the change in the energy
of the levels Ii, my correct to third order is

(WF,rzo) magnetic = iiog )PIIm F+ + L) o&(g~—gr) j'
W (PIaJ; F) W(PIn J; F—+1) W (PInJ; F) W(PIn J—; F—1)

where

n (g&+i p (gF 1 gP)—
( OII)'(g~ gr)'mr, (7—)

PW(PInJ; F) W(PIaJ; F+1—)l' kW(PInJ; F) W(PInJ F——1)j'

(F I+J)(F+I J)—(I+J+1+F)—(I+J+1 F) (F'—m')—
'(F-1)=P'(F) =

4F'(2F 1)(2F+1)—
F(F+1)+J(J+1)—I(I+1)

2F(F+1)

F(F+1)+I (I+1) J(J+1)—
f',I

2F. (F+1)

IV. EXPEMMENTAL PROCEDURE
AND RESULTS

A. Identi6cation of the States

A graph of the Ag beam intensity, normalized to unit
electron-bombarder current, as a function of the elec-
tron-bombarder voltage is shown in Fig. 3. The two

peaks, occurring at 6U and 11 V, indicate the
presence of (at least) two metastable states and, as
explained below, correspond to the production of the
(4doSs')'Do) & and (4doSsSp)'F o(& states, respectively.

Those Ag levels which might be metastable can be
determined from a knowledge of the selection rules for
electric-dipole transitions' and consideration of the Ag

'See, e.g., E. U. Condon and G. H. Shortley, The Theory of
Atomic Spectra (Cambridge University Press, New York, 1935).

energy-level diagram~ shown in Fig. 4. The lowest

possibly metastable levels are the (4doSs')'Do~a level

and any of the quartet levels arising from the (4doSsSp)

configuration.
Since I= ~ for the two Ag isotopes, Ag' and Ag'",

each fine-structure level splits into two hfs levels char-

acterized by F=J&». In a very small magnetic field,

each hfs level splits into 2F+1 sublevels. The ratio of the

(degenerate) splitting (LLE)» =—) E(F,m) —E(F, m&1)
~

for each fine-structure level is given by

(~E)J+lj2

(DE)z i/t J+1

7 C. E. Moore, Natl. Bur. Std. U. S. Circ. No. 467 (1958).
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Ag MetastabIe State KxcitatIan Cvrve TABLE . x el 1mI. E erimental data and results for gg Ag; 4E~'9~~).

All frequency units are Mc sec.

16—

14=
V')

12—
hl

z IO—

Lal

6—
4—

hz t (IPs,g,m) ++

hz I (F,m) ~ (I',m') j {IPs,g, m&1) )Mgm, — 9,902 (10)(4 m) +-+ (4, m+1) = 9.663(10)
(5,m) +-+ (5, m +1)= 7.905(10) 9.901(10)
(4 m) ~ (4, m~1) = 4.251{10) 4.332(10)
(5,m) ~ (5, m~1) = 3.479(10)

~ ~

4.332 (10)

(5, —2) ~ (5, —3) =241.55(4) 299.09(4)
1/ ~ (5, —2) =241 28(4) 299.09(4)(5, —1

(5,0) ~ {5, -1) =240.85(4) 299.09 (4)
(5,1) +-+ (5,0) =240.02 (4) 299.09 (4)
{5,2) ~ (5,1) =239.21 (4) 299.09 (4)
(5,3) ~ (5,2) =23S.37 (4) 299.09(4)
(5,4) ~ (5,3) =237.25 (4) 299.09 (4)

RUn

1
2
3

gg{Ag; 4Felr)

1.332
1.332
1.339
1.339

1.3328
1.3345
1.3355
1.3349
1.3347
1.3347
1.3334

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
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FIG. 3. Intensity of the metastable-state atomic beam as a
l a e. The curve has been correcte or
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four transitions couuld be induced in the beam at wea
1 h h is in excellent agreement wit t e

d 1 of1834 Th tho t Ipre icte vaue oZ n transition frequencies with the ratios pre ic e
cted to be quite reliable since it is in epen
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a e. LXo e that since there g. The hfs Measurements

h
'
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is only one = 2 evJ= 9 I el arising from the con6guration

d ence the The s o ehf f th 'D and 'E9/2 levels is shown sc e-
0

11 f io of 11I--S designation 4F is valid. f The fac a
)

quartet levels arising from the (4d'Ss5p) configuration
are not su cien yfFi tl long-lived to be detected is most
1'k I d to the breakdown of I;5 coupling in t e
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li ey ue o
~ ~ ~

oublet
2 2 7 2F

con6gura ion. i6 t' This results in a mixing of t e ou
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1 1 llowed. The identification of the
'D5~2 and the 'Il 9~2 levels was corroborated by obtaining
the gp for each of the observed low-6eld hF =0 Zeeman
transitions. This was done by measuring 'n the same

2 /magnetic field as the Ag transitions were observed, the
frequency of the transitions between the Zeeman eve s

(I=O) isotopes of Mg in its metasta le

J(3s3 )2P2, 2 states. At a given magnetic Geld ot e
(4d95s5 p)

electronic gg values. We haveh therefore

in w ic gz( g ish' h (M ) is taken to be the mean of the elec-
v alldtronic g ac orsf tors of the two states and hv p, Ag an

i in A
and Mg, respectively. A theoretical calculation of

(M . 'P ) d (Mg'P2) in which estimates of the
relativistic an d diamagnetic corrections were ma

s &M ~ = 1.50114. The results of a series of meas-
'P „-..h.- .-.urements to determine g/(Ag;

Table I (runs 1—4). When the subsequent high-6eld

3
2
1.

2

(4s) S 1

2
Ground State

5
2

~ (4d9Ss2)'O

' A Abragam and J.H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 92, 1448 (1953). FIG. 4. Energy-level diagram of silver.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Wave Functions

In order to analyze the results presented above it is
necessary to know the coupling of the electrons in the

28 I84I.1569 M% ec

Ag F9/p state

hv[(4, 0) (5,o)]

K
K

Kl
K

by means of the relation

gvlOT(P ~P 1) (ploT/p109)gv109(P ~P 1) (11)

Using natural Ag in the beam, the Dv'9TP(F, O) ~
(F 1, 0)—j(T transitions were easily found and measured
in the manner described above (see Table II). After
making the small, Geld-dependent corrections for each
line, we obtain the following results for the hfs
separations:

6v(Ag'"; D9/2,
' F=3 ~F= 2) = 435.4749 (15) Mc/sec,

hv(Ag'9'; 'F9/2, F= 5 &-+ F=4)=1841.1564( 9) Mc/sec,

6v(Ag"T D3/2,
' F=3 &-+ F= 2) = 378.8453 ( 3) Mc/sec,

Qv(Ag'"; 'F9/2, F= 5 ++F=4) =-1596.7506( 6) Mc/sec.

(12)

The error quoted in each of the above results is three
times the standard deviation of the mean of all deter-
minations of that quantity so as to allow for a possible
unfavorable accumulation of errors in the relatively
small number of runs made.

From the transit time of the Ag beam down the
apparatus, a lower limit of 1 msec is obtained for the
lifetimes of both the 'D5~2 and 'F9~2 levels.

configurations (core) (4d'Ss') and (core) (4d95sSp) which

give rise to the 'D5~& and 'Jig'& levels, respectively. We
will initially treat the problem in each case from a
single configuration point of view. Within each con-
figuration, however, we will estimate the second-order
contributions to the hfs from nearby fine-structure
levels since these are the ones which lie closest in energy
and can give contributions to within the precision of
the measurements. It will be seen below that this
approach is particularly consistent with the results for
the 'D5/g level, but, because of the much greater com-
plexity of the (4d95sSp) configuration, the situation is
not as certain for the case of the 'F9~2 level.

Since the (4d'Ss')'D3/2 D5/2 and (4d SsSP) F„2 levels
are the only ones with those J values in their respective
configurations, their wave functions are independent of
coupling to the approximation we are considering. The
other wave functions of a given Jvalue in the (4d95sSp)
configuration can be described as orthogonal super-
positions of all the wave functions of that J value
obtained from any complete set for the configuration.
Unfortunately, the fact that some of these levels have
not yet been observed, combined with the general com-
plexity of the spectrum, renders a detailed analysis of
the mixing of these levels prohibitively dificult. How-
ever, the observed groupings and orderings of the levels
(see Fig. 4) indicate that the coupling is approximately
L S. In particular, -(4D 'F)/(4F 4P) =—2.0 (whe—re the
energies of the terms are taken to be the centers of
gravity of the component levels), in fair agreement
with the predicted value of 1.8 for pure I;5 coupling. "
Since consideration of these levels arises only in the
calculation of the very small second-order corrections
to the dipole coupling constants, we will therefore
assume that the corresponding wave functions can be
adequatly described by L Scoupling. (I-n this connec-
tion, it should be noted that the indication of mixing
mentioned in Sec. IV as arising from the failure to
observe any of the other quartet levels in the beam does
not contradict this assumption since only a very small
mixing of the doublet levels is enough to reduce the
lifetime suKciently. )

B. Calculation of the Magnetic Dipole
hfs Interaction Constants

From Eq. (3), the zero-field hfs separations for either
isotope can be written

b'av(2D3/2)= ~W(F=3)—W(F=2)
~

= 3hA(2D3/2)—
+W2(2) (2D3/2) W3(2) (2D9/2) (13)

and

'0
I84I.I 30

I I

.I50
v {Mc/sec)

I

.I70
h/)4v(4F9/2)= iW(F=S)—W(F=4)

i

= —ShA('F9/2)

+W4 ( P9/2) W3 ( P9/2) (14)

FIG. 8. A typical experimental curve used in determining the
F=5 to Ii =4 zero-6eld hfs separation in the F9/2 state of Ag"'.
The line has the expected natural width.

"G. Racah, Phys. Rev. 62, 523 (1942); M. Klbel, Ann. Physik
13, 217 (1964).
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a(p», )=—35 Mc/sec
=—29 Mc/sec

a(d, /, )r= —145 Mc/sec (for Ag' ')
=—126 Mc/sec (for Agi~) (18)

With the measured values given above, and neglecting have
the second-order terms, we get

A ( Dg/g) =—145.1584(5) Mc/sec (for Ag' ')
=—126.2818(1) Mc/sec (for Agi~),

A ( Dp/g) a(dp/g)D1

A ( Fg/g) = gu($)+ ga(Pp/g)+ (5/9)a(d»g) r )

(15)

where the single-electron magnetic dipole interaction
constants u(l;) are defined by

= (16/3)m'/ip(/ir/I) if(0) i'F (O, g,Z.) (1—6) (1—«),

for l =0, (16)

/ r 1(l+1)= 2/ip — (r ')F„(lj,Z;) (1—8) (1—«),I j(j+1)
for /&0.

In these expressions, f(0) is the electronic wave func-
tion at the nucleus, F„is a relativistic correction factor,
Z; is the effective nuclear charge and the factors (1—8)
and (1—«) are corrections for the distribution of nuclear
charge and current, respectively, throughout the vol-
ume of the nucleus. The D and F subscripts on the
a(dp/g) coupling constants serve merely to distinguish
the relevant fine-structure level. The matrix elements
arising in the calculation of the various terms con-
tributing to Wp(2) are given in Appendix A.

The procedure for estimating the single-electron
coupling constants is as follows. A value of a(dp/g)ii
for each isotope is obtained immediately by ignoring
the small second-order energy corrections in A('Dp/g).
When these values are substituted into Eq. (5), the
second-order energy corrections for the 'D512 level are
found not to be significant to within the accuracy of
the experimental results. Correspondingly, for the 'Ii912

level, we have

ga(~)+ pa(P»g)+ (5/9) u(d p/g) r
=—368.2 Mc/sec (for Ag"'),
=—319.4 Mc/sec (for Ag"') (17)

Since a(s)) a(p»g) and a(d»g)z, the latter two quan-
tities will be estimated from the measured hfs of the
(4d'oSp)'F»g and 'Fp/g levels and from the (4d'Ss') Dp/g

level, respectively, and then a(s) will be deduced. We

A (4Fg/g) =—368.2313(2) Mc/sec (for Ag'P'),
= —319.3501(1) Mc/sec (for Ag"')

By evaluatmg the matrix elements in Eqs. (4) and
(5), the various A constants and second-order energy
terms can be expressed in terms of contributions from
the individual valence electrons. For the A constants,
we obtain

where an uncertainty of 50% was assumed for

i Wp" ('Fg/g) —W4" ('Fg/g)$ because of the uncertainty
in the electron coupling.

The value of A(gDp/g) can be predicted by using

(i) the value of (r ') for a d electron obtained from the
fine-structure splitting, W('D»g) —W('D»g):

(r ').=
2/ipgZ;H, (2,Z;)

p LW('D»g) —W('D»p) j
2/ipgZ;P (2,Z;)

(21)

in which /pe is the spin-orbit radial integral for a d
electron and H„(l,Z;) is a relativistic correction factor;
and (ii) the measured values of the nuclear magnetic
dipole moments (including the diamagnetic correction)
for the two isotopes:

/ii= —0.130538 nm (for Ag"')
=—0.113548 nm (for Ag"7) .

Taking Z;=Z—11&"i=36, we obtain the values

A (gD»g) = —146 Mc/sec (for Ag Pg)

= —127 Mc/sec (for Ag'P~'),

in excellent agreement with the measured results.

(22)

C. The hfs Anomaly

The hfs anomaly is defined by the equation ' dP
= (A"'gr"'/A"'gz"') 1The experimenta—l value of the

SCC RCf. 5g P. 131.

resulting in the values

a(s) = —2498(195) Mc/sec (for Ag"')
= —2150(160) Mc/sec (for Ag"') .

LThe uncertainties in u(s) were estimated by observing
that the ground-state hfs gives

a(s) = —1976.94(4) Mc/sec (for Ag'")
= —1712.56(4) Mc/sec (for Ag"')

Since these values are ~20% larger than the results
of Eq. (19), an error of 25% was assumed for the above
values of a(pp/g) and u(d»g) r.j

Evaluating the second-order energy corrections, we
obtain

A ( Dp/g) = 145.1584(5) Mc/sec aild A ( Fg/g)

= —126.2818 (1) Mc/sec
= —368.214 (9) Mc/sec (for Ag"')
=—319.339(5) Mc/sec (for Agi~), (20)
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anomaly for each fine structure level is

"VLF"('D )=0.00012(1),
(Fo'») =—0.00298 (3),

where the gr ratio gr"'/gr' '= 1.14962(1) has been ta
from nuclear induction measurements. ' From previous
hfs measurements in the (4d"5s)'Sl/2 ground state" we
have the value 'OVEVoo(2S1/2) — 0 00412(6)

As is well known, the hfs anomaly can be explained
by treating the nucleus as an extended charge and
current distribution, differing from isotope to isotope.
In such a model, the point interactions must be re-
placed by suitable averages over the nuclear current
distribution and the electronic wave functions must be
modified to take into account the changed nuclear
potential. The results of these changes will be most
pronounced in configurations containing unpaired s
electrons (and to a lesser extent in configurations con-
taining unpaired Pl/2 electrons in heavy atoms) because
of their 6nite charge densities at the nucleus. Accord-
ingly, we will assume that the relations

= —0.0031.

The close agreement between this result and the experi-
mental value of ""6"9(4F9/2) is confirmation of our
estimate of the a(s) contribution to the 'F9/2 hfs. In the
present results we see that the hfs anomaly can be used
as a probe to learn the s-electron contribution to an
atomic state. In this regard it may prove more useful
than its original use, i.e., to learn about nuclear
structure.

APPENDIX A

Th four J=~~ I;S coupled wave functions for the
(4d'5s5p) configuration can be written I'Fv/2&, I'DV/2&,

For the (dosp)4FO/2 level one would expect the hfs

anomaly to arise from the s electron alone. Thus we

expect I see Eq. (15))
(23) 10744 109(4F )—1

L42 (S)/g) 107/41109 (2S )
ken —

I
2498/9 (368))(—0.00412)

are valid.

42(p»2)109 4E(d» )109 gr109

42 (po/2)
107

42 (do/2)
107

g
E107

~1
I
Ld's('D)p)'FV/2&+~2 I I:d's('D)p)'FV/2&,

~2
I
I:dos('D)p)'F 7/2&

—
~El Ld's('D) P)'FV/2&

The fact that "75'~9('Do/2) does not vanish can be
explained by assuming a small mixing into the wave
function for the 'D&/2 level by configurations having
unpaired s electrons. If we assume such a mixing due
to configurations such as (4d95SVVS), then from Appendix
3 we have

A ( DO/2) = 4E(4do/2) —414.

With this equation and the equation defining the
anomaly we can derive the result

107+109— (42 109/+109)107' 109~
(42 1GV//1097)107+ 109

The quantity

g(72S)107 gl09
107+ 109— —1

42(72$)109 gl07

is taken to be the same for all s electron states in the
atom and is equal to 1076109('Sl/2). Comparison of this
result with the experimental results enables one to
obtain 44= (0.0292(2D»2). The small size of a, com-

pared to a(d»2) is consistent with the excellent agree-
ment of the calculated and experimental values of

a(d»2) given in the previous section. It is also consistent
with the magnitude and sign of the mixing calculated

by Koster" for the case of gallium.

' G. Wessel and H. Lew, Phys. Rev. 92, 641 (1953)."G. I'. Koster, Phys. Rev. 86, 448 (&952).

where the two 'Fv/2 levels are written as linear combina-

tions of the wave functions formed by using the
d s("D) parent system. The mixing coefficients ci and

c2 are functions of the appropriate electrostatic radial
integrals.

The matrix elements needed for the evaluation of the
second-order energy corrections for the 'F9/2 level are

= (1// r) (2)'"Lo~(s)—0~.—(3/7) («)r),

('F»2ll 2''"'ll'DV/2&

= (1// E) 2 (15)'"L—0~~+ (5/7) («)r),

('F»2IIT."'III:d's('D)p)'Fv/ &

= (1// E) (-')'"Ll ~(s)—l~.—(1/7) («)r),

('F9/2II2'. "'IILd's('D)p)'F 7/2&

= (1// r) (2)"'L-'~(s)+ (1//) («)r),

where we have defined al= 2/40(/4E/I) (r 9&4 and we h—ave

neglected all relativity and nuclear size correction
factors. In view of the magnitudes of 42(s), a9, «, and

the various energy separations Lw(29) —w(42/72)), only
the 4F7~2 level need be included in the sum over states
in Eq. (5).

For the (d's')'D»2, 2/2 levels we have

('D»2ll T."'ll'D»2& =—(1// 1)—'.(5/3)'"a(A») n.
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APPENDIX 8
In this Appendix we derive expressions for the effect on the magnetic-dipole hfs interaction constants of the

sir't/s states due to mixing of the (core)(es)(e's)(N"l) electron configuration with the (core)(ess)(e"E) electron
con6guration. The derived results are a generalization of the calculation by Koster" who considered the case l = 1.
It should be noted that all the results remain valid if the (n"E) electron is replaced by a (I"l) hole.

We expand the states as follows:

~y'Ei„t/s m)=np~ (ns')['S](e"E) lr+t/s m)+ni~ (ms)(n's)['S](n"l) Et+i/pm)

+ns~ (es)(e's)['S](N"l);'li~t/s, m). (81)

s=OQi = ~.

Because the hfs Hamiltonian is a sum of single-electron operators, it is convenient to work with a set of jj coupled
states. By means of the recoupling formulas' it can be shown that

(Ãs )['S](B l) Et+i/s m) =
~
(I»/s)'[0](~"E~+»,); E~1/2, m),

2l+3
[(est/s) (n'st/s) [1](e"Et+i/s); l+1/2, m)

~
(ms) (I's) ['S](e"E);'it~i/s, m) =

3(2l+1)

The wave functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (81) are constructed by first coupling the two s electrons to
form "S states which are then coupled with the l electron to form the 'l&+&/2 states. The coupling coeKcients
n, (i=0, 1,2) satisfy the normalization condition

3(2l+1)
( (Nst/s) (e'si/s) [1](e"Ei t/s); l+1/2, m), (82)

4E+4 —t/s

~
(zs) (I's)['S](m"E); li i/s, m) =

~
(nst/s) (e'si/s) [1](e"Et+i/s); E

—1/2, m)
3(2l+1)

( (est/s) (e'st/s)[1](e"Ei i/s); E—1/2, m),

4E(2E—1) 2
+a('~ El—1/2) nip +a(ns) Qy- QyQ2

3(2l+1)s 3(2l+1) 3(2l+1)

2v3

3(2l+1)

) (es)(~'s)['S](I"l); 'it+i/s m) =1(mt/s) (I'»/s) [0](e"Erat/s) 'E~1/2 m)

In the wave functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (82), the two si/s electrons are first coupled to form a state
with angular momentum 1 or 0. This is then coupled with either a l~~/~ or /g ~/2 electron to form the 6nal state
with the angular momentum indicated after the semicolon.

The magnetic-dipole interaction energy is given by Eq. (4). The method of evaluating the matrix elements of
this interaction is well known. "

The results for A (pit~i/s) written in terms of single-electron coupling constants are given below:

4Es+8E 14(2l+—3)$
~(y Ei~i/s) =a(&"Ei't/s) np+ nt'+ns

3(2l+1)' 3(2l+2)(2l+1)'

~(v'Er-i/s) =a(& Er+i/s)

24$

2 (2l+2)(2l+3)
Q

3(2l+1)' 3(2l)(2l+1)'

4(2l+3)$

4P—5

+a(e's) n '+ nins +[a(Ns)]'/'[a(e's)]'"
3(2l+1) 3(2l+1)

2+6

3(2l+1)
(83)

+a('s Er i/2) np+ nt'+ns' +a(~s)— ns+ QIQg

3(2E+ 1)s 3(2l+1) 3(2l+1)

2&3
+a(N's) — nt' — ntns +[a(es)]'"[a(n's)]'"

3(2E+1) 3(2l+1) 3(2l+1)
r4A. R. gd~onQs, gpgg+ar ~omen/am eN Qual/Nm ~eehamies (princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1960).
» Reference 14, Chap. 7,
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In deriving Eq. (B3) the following relation was used":

I $ (21+1)(21+3)
(22, l, /, /+lll2'. "'II22, l, /, 1—l&= —(22, l, /, 1——.'~I2'. "'il22, -'. ,/, 1+-'.&= ——— a(/2/i~, /2),

/2r 4 L2/(/+ 1)(2/+1) j'"
where $ is a relativistic correction factor. If all relativity and nuclear-size corrections are neglected, it follows that
(in Koster's notation)

~ (V'/i+i/2) =— /2/io 41(/+1) 41(31+3) 162r—( '&-- ( o'+ ') —( '&-- + L|/-(o)'+4-"(0)']I(1+,') —21+3 3 (21+3) 9

16%32r
+ I:4-(o)'—4-"(o)'j~i~2—

9

16(+6)2r
a-.(o)a;.(o) ~. ,

A (y'/i —i/2) =— P/2o 4/(/+1) (31—2)4(1+1) 162r (2/ —1)
n"l &0 &2 ~ n"S 8-(o)'+4-"(o)'] ~i'

I(l—2) 21+1 3(2/+1) 9 (21+1)

16V32r (21—1) 16(+6)2r (2/ —1)
L~..(o)'-~-.(o)'j . .+ 4' .(o)0".(o)~~i

(2/+1) 9 (2/+ 1)

Our wave functions for the excited configuration (i.e., the functions with the ni and n2 coefficients) are the nega-
tives of Koster s. Thus the sign of the n~& term differs from Koster which means only that we would obtain from
the solution of the secular determinant the negative of the values of n~ and o.2 which Koster calculates. We do
disagree with Koster's value for the 1 electron ni2 term in 2 (y2// i/2). Because of the small size of this term, however,
there &vill be no change in Koster's conclusion.

If we make the approximation that ni ((1, which is well justified, then Eq. (B3) can be rewritten

2 (r /l+2/2) 8(/i+1/2) /2 A (P /l —i/2) /2(/i —i/2)+8

This result has also been obtained by a somewhat different argument by Eck.'7

"A. Lurio, M. Mandel, and R. Novick, Phys. Rev. 126, 1758 (1962)."T. G. Eck and P. Kusch, Phys. Rev. 106, 958 (1957).


